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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement about LDP Session Protection and LDP IGP sync is true?
A. Both LDP features cannot be used at the same time in a MPLS LDP enabled network.
B. LDP Session Protection re-exchanges label information when a down-up event occurs
LDP-IGP sync keeps the adjacency and label information in a down-up event.
C. Both LDP features must be used together to increase fast convergence on a MPLS
LDP-enabled network.
D. LDP-IGP sync re-exchanges label information when a down-up event occurs; LDP Session
Protection keeps the adjacency and label information in a down-up event.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
The dissimilarities are absolutely striking; even though she is ______, she has few friends, and
even
though she is a ______ stylist, few customers ask for her when booking.
A. professional. . .haphazard
B. cute. . .fair
C. amiable. . .consummate
D. magnificent. . .futuristic
E. nice. . .radical
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
We're clearly looking for two qualifiers here: one regarding her ability to make friends as an
offset to
having few of them; two regarding her profession as a stylist and an offset to her having few
requesting
customers. Remembering the clue phrase "even though" is telling us that the word we're
looking for is
again, an offset to the conditions that follow that phrase. In the first blank, all choices are

possible,
although Choice B, "amiable," means easy to get along with, a really good match to the
friendship issue.
The second blank is the easier to eliminate bad choices and since "consummate" means
complete or
perfect, it is a good fit to her professional qualifications notwithstanding her lack of requesting
customers.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A vendor contacts you about an unpaid invoice.
You verify that a check was printed and mailed one month ago.
The vendor did not receive the check.
You need to reissue a check to the vendor. Which action should you perform?
A. Void the check from the original payment journal, and then reissue the payment.
B. Reverse the payment from the Vendor transactions form, and then reissue the payment.
C. Create a reversing entry by using the General journal form, and then reissue the payment.
D. Process a payment reversal from the Checks form, and then reissue the payment.
Answer: D
Explanation:
There are two methods available for reversing posted checks. In one, reversals are posted
immediately when you click
Payment reversal in the Check form. In the other, when you click Payment reversal in the Check
form, the reversal first
is sent to the Check reversals journal in Cash and bank management, where a reviewer can
then post or reject the
reversal.
Reference: Reverse a posted check [AX 2012]

NEW QUESTION: 4
An administrator has to determine host operating systems on the network and has deployed a
transparent
proxy. Which of the following fingerprint types would this solution use?
A. Port
B. Passive
C. Active
D. Packet
Answer: B
Explanation:
Section: Threats and Vulnerabilities
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
TCP/IP stack fingerprinting is the passive collection of configuration attributes from a remote
device during
standard layer 4 network communications. The combination of parameters may then be used
to infer the
remote machine's operating system (aka, OS fingerprinting), or incorporated into a device
fingerprint.
Certain parameters within the TCP protocol definition are left up to the implementation.
Different operating

systems and different versions of the same operating system set different defaults for these
values. By
collecting and examining these values, one may differentiate among various operating
systems, and
implementations of TCP/IP. Just inspecting the Initial TTL and window size TCP/IP fields is
often enough in
order to successfully identify an operating system, which eases the task of performing manual
OS
fingerprinting.
Passive OS fingerprinting is the examination of a passively collected sample of packets from a
host in
order to determine its operating system platform. It is called passive because it doesn't involve
communicating with the host being examined.
In this question, the proxy will use passive fingerprinting because the proxy is a 'transparent
proxy'. It isn't
seen by the computer.
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